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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to present some results concerned with the potential of space imagery for mapping and map
revision.
First/y, the methodo/ogy adopted is descrbed. Landsat-TM imagery and me tric camera photography have been used for the
generation of image-maps as weil as line-graph maps of test areas /ocated in France, Libya and Brazil.
Restitution of space photographs was performed by setting up stereomodels entirely on the ana/ytica/ stereoplotter KERN
DSR1 and plotting was carried out on the KERN GP1 graphies peripheral.
Scanner imagery was eva/uated using the Digital Monocomparator Piotter, developed by this au thor (Meneguette, 1988), which
comprises a suite of computer programs using an VS mode/ 75 image processor linked to a VAX 111750.
Maps generated from space photography and digital imagery at the sca/es of 1:200.000, 1:100.000, and some at 1: 50.000
scale, were compared with existing maps for the tes t areas, in order to asses the amount and quality of cultural features for both
topographie mapping and map revision.
Enhancement techniques have been applied to the imagery, which was kept in digital form. Accuracy of such digital maps has
been checked out and the amount and qua/ity of information content assessed. Results are commented on for each of the test areas
and analysis of such results is performed.

+ Existin g and newly compiled maps
Various maps were available for this study, covering the areas of interest in France, Libya and Brazi l.
France has a wide selection of maps, t houg h not ali of them cave r the area of study, which is located to the north
of Marseille. Maps at 1 :25 000, 1 :1 00 000 and 1: 200 000 scales have be en utilised.
Libya is less fortunate, and intially only maps compiled in 1962 were available, sorne of which coverthe study a reas
of Zawiyat Al Majhub and Misratah. Later on in this study, a more recent map, compiled in 1979 was supplied for the
Misratah region.
The test are a in Brazi l (Santana de Parnaiba, SP) is located near Great Sao Paulo, one of the best served regions
of the country in terms of maps, he nee, a series of maps was available. Maps used in this evaluation were compiled
in 1971, 1979 and 1984.
However, ali of these maps are presented in the convention al graphical form. ln arder to obtain a digital version
of a map, it is necessary at the moment to vector or raster digit ise t hem , and then display the maps on a co laur monitor.
Maps in digital and graphie form have been generated for areas in France, Libya and Brazil. Alle the newly
generated maps from space imagery have be en kept in digital form by writing files to floppy disks and magnetic tapes.
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The content of such maps can be seen by displaying these on a co four monitor, as map images, or alternatively they
can be drawn point-by-point on the graphies planes.
These maps can be overlaid with the imagery, precisely registered, or simply shown on the screen, together with
a grid or any annotations. The digital maps displayed on the colour monitor can also be photographed or fine graph
maps be plotted.
Maps generated fort he French area have been derived from met rie camera photographs, as welle as from Lands at
Thematic Mapper images.
The Libyan area covered by met rie camera photographs has been plotted at 1:50 000 scale in order to allow direct
comparison with the existing map. Another region has been plotted at 1 :1 00 000 and comparisons have be en made
between the newly compiled map and the existing maps dated from 1962 and 1979.
For the Brazilian are a, maps at 1: 50 000 and 1: 100 000 scale have been plotted from Landsat TM so asto allow
a comparison with the existing maps at such scales.
Originally, maps in graphie form were plotted in colour, in an attempt to produce a similar version to the existing
maps. Therefore the differentiation on the newly compiled betweed features of distincts classes (such as roads,
railways and rivers) could be made by associating the colour scheme to that shawn on the existing map.
For maps plotted on the analytical stereoplotter, severallayers of data were considered, each of them upholding
specifie information, such as road network, drainage features, vegetation, etc. Plots were made on Ozatex plastic, as
weil as on scribe coat, the latter being a more stable material.

+ Cartographie accurracy of maps
Coordinates of control and test points have been measured on existing and newly compiled maps using an
electronic digitiser. Further checks were carried out by employing a technical (engineer's) ruler.
Sets of (X, Y) coordinates were compared and the root mean square error (rmse) of the residuals have been
computed . Results presented for each of the test areas have indicated th at grou nd control plays a very important role
in the final accuracy values.
According to the map accuracy standards, the results obtained for control points in most cases fall within the
accuracy required for the scale of 1 :100 000, when plots from the metric camera are considered. For plots generated
from the thematic mapper, standards are fullfilled for scales ranging from 1: 50 000 to 1: 100 000.
For test points, however, accuracy standards forscales smallerthan 1:100 000, and in sorne cases 1:200 000, are
reached by plots generated from metric camera photography, while for plots from the thematic mapper imagery
covering the Brazilian area, standards of 1: 130 000 to about 1: 300 000 are achieved.
Anotherform of cartographie product generated in this study has been image maps. Landsat imagery and digitised
photography covering the French area have been utilised for the generation of image maps.
Digital image maps have been further improved by overlaying data, which has been extracted from existing and
newly compiled digital maps. Enhancement techniques have as weil been applied to the imagery.
Results of applying geometrie correction have shown th at average errors between 0.39 pixel and 0.24 pixel, which
correspond to 11 .7 metres and 7.2 metres, can be obtained from TM imagery. Ide ally, this wou Id be enough to reach
accuracy standards of maps at the scales of 1: 25 000 and 1: 50 000.
For the digitised metric camera photograph, however, results of 0.52 pixel or 10.4 mùetres have been obtained,
because the image had been subsample previous to the warp. Nevertheless, accuracy standards for mapping
at 1: 50 000 scale should be fullfilled.
Although the average errors could indicate a rather optimistic allowable map scale for topographie mapping
applications, this wou Id be misleading, si nee only sm ali areas of a whole image were considered and a few points were
utilised.
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+ Information contents of maps
Similar results ta those of ether workers have been fou nd in the present study, following a certain trend towards
an increase in detectability as a function of the spatial resolution, but mainly due ta the multispectral capability of the
sensor employed.

• French Area
Met rie camera photographs covering the European test site, near Marseille, have been utilised for the generation
of maps at 1 :100 000 scale. One of these maps has been reduced in a photocopier ta the scale of 1: 200 000 scale,
in arder ta present an illustration with reference ta an existing map.
The resulting maps show cultural and drainage features such as roads, railways, reservoirs, airports, rivers, dams,
ponds, stadium and car race tracks, canals, lakes, and industrial sites, with tanks and large buildings. Tracks can be
depicted on the imagery, depending on the surroundings. Thus, if contrast is poor even roads may partly disappear.
Motorways have shawn up very welle in the imagery, allowing plotting ta be done on most of the extent, although, as
has been shawn on the plot at 1: 200 000 scale, sorne parts are missing. This has also been noticed for ether features,
mainly in those areas where there is high relief and therefore the presence of shadows.
lt is also very ditficult ta establish the boundaries of the urban areas, but sorne main roads can be depicted in the
street pattern of the towns. Buildings can also be sean and extracted from the imagery.
A large number of relevant features can be detected on the photographs but very significant proportions of the
information are missing or do not appear sufficiently clear, indicating that the present specification is not suitable for
reliable map revision at 1: 100 000. Maps at 1: 200 000 and 1: 250 000 scales cou Id be generated, but still they would
not contain ali of the information required at such scales.
With respect ta the digital imagery, when looked at on the colour monitor at full resolution, the Thematic Mapper
imagery appears ta have much more détail th an the metric camera photographs. ln addition ta that, the multispectral
capabilities of the Thematic Mapper add a further advantage over the space photographs.
This first impression is confirmed by comparing the plotting excerpts generated from bath sources of data, by using
the digital data capture of the analytical stereoplotter and of the digital mono comparator piotter respectively.
The data captured by employing the digital mono comparator piotter can be displayed on the imagery by means
of the data overlay facility, sa as ta allow checking ta be carried out and omissions or mistakes corrected. These newly
generated maps can also, and have been, compared with the existing IGN maps dated from 1979 and 1983.
Enhancement techniques applied ta varia us band combinat ions of space imagery allowed certains features ta be
visualised more easily. Enhancement, however, does not add any further information than that which already exists
in the imagery; it me rely makes the task of interpretation become easier for the hum an operator. lt is worth mentioning
that visual evaluation of image quality is a very subjective process and usually a certain amou nt of trial-and-errer is
required before a particular image processing approach can be considered.
ln summary, colour cam bi nations of the Landsat Thematic Mapper which yielded the best results were: bands 7,
4 and 3; and bands 4, 3 and 2. The enhancement techniques, rather simple but effective, were a linear contrast
stretchand a space variant contrast stretch. Another method, which proved very useful, mainly in highly vegetated
areas, was a technique developed by this author, which employs vegetation indeces.

• libyan Area
Wh en the existing 1: 50 000 maps of the Libyan are a are compared with the newly generated maps from met rie
camera photographs, the amou nt fa information th at is shawn is remarkable, and its importance is even greater when
it is considered that, initially, the only available maps for that area date from 1962.
Many changes have occurrred in this region since then, th us the details plotted show many new features not
included in the existing maps, such as jetties in the harbour, large buildings, roads and tracks, sorne of which appear
on the more recent 1971 map.
Land parcels correspond very weil ta the existing farm boundaries ofthe outdated maps, the same applying ta sorne
of the roads, which already existed. New roads, however, have been built adjacent ta the existing on es and have been
plotted with difficulty. The only problem, as far as interpretation is concerned, is in the differentiation between sorne
of the fe nees and streets or tracks, which look very similar.
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Th e spatial resolution of the MC photographs is sufficient to en able the detection of a large number of very relevant
features for those wanting to monitor and record change in the rural environment. On the other hand, the absence of
certainty about very significant proportions of the information set suggests that the present specification is not
completely suitable for map revision.

• Brazilian Area
Maps derived from Landsat TM imagery for the Brazilian area, which have been plotted at 1: 50 000 and
1: 100 000, show many changes that took place du ring the ti me lag between these and the 1971 existing map.
The newly plotted maps have been compared with newer maps, dates from 1979 and 1984, showing that most
of the features on the 1: 100 000 scale maps can be identified and plotted precisely . However, not ali data present in
the 1:50 000 maps, from both 1971 and 1984, can be depicted in the imagery.
Major changes are noticed in the imagery, such as rectification of river courses, new motorways, spreading of built
up are as, presence of new industrial and residential sites, as weil as openings in the vegetated areas for the installation
of electric towers and cables.

+ Completenness of maps
Quantitative tests have been performed on maps at various scales, by selecting sorne sam pies of cultural features
normally fou nd at ali scales and comparing the extent of these on the newly generated maps with the amou nt fou nd
on the existing maps.
Comparisons have been carried out using maps both in digital and graphical form for the French area, and only
graphical form for the remaining regions.
ln the case of comparison of graphical output, the method adopted has been to overlay the newly derived maps,
plotted on transparent material such as tracing paper and Ozatex plastic (0.005 inch thick), onto the existing maps.
The inverse procedure has also been adopted so as to allow double check to take place.
Lengths of roads have been read off maps directly, when available, otherwise a map measuring deviee has been
utilised and readings (cm) were transformed into the pa!iicular scale of the map being measured.
Digital maps have also been compared by severa! methods. One of them involves the display of cartographie
images through the graphies planes which allows different colour combinations. By employing this method, in which
each type of feature is considered at a time, both maps, namely the vector digitised map from the existing map and
the newly digitised map form the imagery, can be seen simultaneously.
Sin ce different colours are assigned to each of the data being displayed, it is very easyto know which string be longs
to which data set. Wh en corresponding lin es present in both maps are displayed at the same location, the reis a change
of colour, which does not necessarily indicate a match. Gare had to be taken when selecting the samples so that
surrounding lines could not interfere with the ones being considered.
Separate tables were produced for each of the areas and sensors considered; such tables contain the lengths of
linear features, given in kilometres, for measurements made on existing maps and newly corn pi led maps. The latter
has been subdivided into those features that have been correctly and incorrectly classified. The difference between
the length of the correct! y classified features, which were measured on newly corn pi led and existing maps, has been
considered the amount of missing information.
Results were obtained as percentage when comparing lengths of features present on existing maps and those
plotted from space imagery. Fin ally, a more general table was made in which percentage figures are given with respect
to each of the classes of features considered .

• French area
Methods mentioned previously have been used in order to obtain the length (km) of linear features of five main
classes: motorways. mains roads . other roads, which have been subd ivided into regularly maintained and not regularly
maintainde; among the regularly maintained roads, a distinction was made between those with 2 lanes or more and
2 narrow lanes or less; railways, with two subclasses: double-track and single-track; water bodies, which have been
subdivided into rivers, rn inor rivers and irrigation schemes, boundary of lakes, sea coast and canals.
lt is worth mentioning th at the re are two situations involving the Met rie Camera plots. One of them is th at a Metric
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Camera plot ("MC 100") has been generated at 1:100 000 and recorded digitally, th us, plotting can be carried out at
any scala, such as 1: 200 000.
On the other hand, another Met rie Camera plot ("MC 200") has been generated at 1: 100 000 scala and has been
reduced to 1: 200 000 scala in a XEROX photocopier. Th us, there are at least two possibilities of presentation
concerning the scala of maps, this is why two separate results have been obtained.
By taking the lengths of features measured on the IGN map as 100%, the percentage values have been computed
for the length of features on maps generated from Metric Camera ("MC 100" and "MC 200") and The matie Mapper
imagery ("TM 100").
Completeness results (%) of 1: 100 000 scales plots from the space imagery covering the French are a, as
compared to existing maps at scales of 1: 100 000 (IGN) and 1:200 000 (Michelin), were obtained. Only correctly
classified features have been considered and individual results of each of the plots are dealt with.
Therefore, for the French are, completeness results of 1: 100 000 scala plots from the space imagery, as campa red
to existing maps at 1:100 000 (IGN) and 1:200 000 scala (Michelin), have indicated that reliable mapping cou Id not
be carried out at 1: 100 000 scala. Th is is due to the law percentage of features present in the newly plotted maps.

If values given in the tables presented are considered, not even mapping at 1: 250 000 scala wou Id be dona
adequately. For the thematic mapper improved results over the metric camera were obtained .
However, if sorne restrictions were made converning the feature types to be considered in the evaluation, mapping
cou Id be achieved from the thematic mapping imagery at bath 1: 100 000 and 1:200 000 scala, wh ile for metric camera
plots, still1 : 250 000 scala would be more adequate.

• Libyan Area
The newly compiled plot of the Zawiyat Al Mahjub area in Libya, at the scala of 1: 50 000, has been selected for
this quantitative test. The same techniques applied to the French test have been adopted here.
Here four main classes have been considered, since they are more adequate to the region in question. These
classes are: hard surface, ali weather roads, which have been subdivided into roads with 2 or more lanes (5-metres
wide) and those with one single la ne (3-metre wide ); loose surface, ali weather roads, for which the sa me su bel asses
as the former class apply; loose surface, fair or dry weather; sea coast;
A fifth class had been considered, which includes tracks and trails, but the difficulty of differentiating these from
field boundaries and fanees precluded a reliable quantitative test.
An option would have been to overlay the newly compiled map onto the existing map and compare the lineaments,
so that those which match would be taken.
However a great deal of lines have been detected and plotted from the met rie camera photographs, which are not
shown on the 1962 map. Therefore, to consider only those !ines that actually correspond to the ones plotted on the
existing map could not be representative of the potential of the space photographs for this type of linear feature.
Similar conclusions to the French area are achieved concerning the Lybyan area, for which metric camera plots
were prepared at 1: 50 000 and 1: 100 000 scales. Mapping at medium scales schould therefore not be carried out
from this source of data, si nee the amou nt of missing information would be overthe accepted limits, even fordeveloping
countries. Space photography could be used when establishing priority areas for map revision, but not for reliable
topographie mapping.

• Brazilian Area
Similarly to the previous regions already discussed prior to this section, a quantitative analysis was performed for
the Brazilian a rea. He re, a plot from the thematic mapper at 1: 100 000 scala ("TM 100") has been used for the
measurement of length of features (km) belonging to the following classes : hard surface ali weather roads, with 2 or
more lanes; loose surface, subdivided into ali weather roads and fair or dry weather roads; railways, single track, water
bodies, subclassified as main rivers; rn inor rivers, tributaries and reservoirs; and finally meadow; transmission linas,
which could be predicted by open ings in the vegetated areas.
As stated before, two maps at 1: 50 000 scale were av ai labie for the test region, and the newest of them, corn pi led
in 1984 was selected ("1984 50"). ln addition to that, a 1: 100 000 scala map dated from 1979 ("1979 100") has also
been utilised in this evaluation.
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Completeness figures for the TM plot as compared to the existing maps were computed, for features which have
been correctly and incorrectly classified, as weil as for missing information.
For the Brazilian test are a, which has been covered me rely by thematic mapper imagery, the quantitative test has
shawn th at, despite the excelent geometrie accuracy results previously obtained, neither mapping a 1: 50 000 not at
1: 100 000 scale should be carried out.
The partial identification, if not total absence, of important cultural features for topographie mapping and map
revision may make this data set unsuitable for such applications.

+Conclusions
Cartographie accuracy, cultural information content and completeness results of digital maps generated from
space imagery, as compared to existing maps at 1:200 000, 1: 100 000 and finally, at 1:50 000 scale, have been
commented on.
Results obtained for each of the test areas, in France, Libya and Brazi l, have made clear that, although the
geometrie and cartographie accuracy are within the required standards, the information content of the imagery itself
which has proved the limiting and dominant factor.
According to this author's point of view, more and more research should be carried out on the tapie of cartographie
accuracy, information content and completeness of digital maps, in arder to establish methods and standards, since
not a great deal of wirk is available in the lite rature.
More importantly than that, is the actual application of space imagery to topog raphie and the matie mapping and
map revision, mainly in those areas of the planet so much in need of updated maps.
At this stage of development we set ourselves a question. Which is more important for developing countries: to
have reasonably accurate base maps for planning and management, or spend a great deal of time and economie
re sources trying to obtain a highly accu rate set of maps which conform with the standards? lt is a Iso ti me to re-evaluate
the accuracy standards in general, taking into account the new digital era.
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